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The Career Survival Guide
By Brian O'Connell

McGraw-Hill Companies. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 200 pages. Dimensions: 7.9in.
x 6.0in. x 0.7in.A Paperback Original Everything you need to know to survive and thrive in the world
of work Layoffs, mergers, volatile markets, an uncertain future. The Career Survival Guide is an
indispensable source of expert insight, analysis, and guidance for todays beleaguered and confused
corporate citizen. And it offers a gold mine of sure-fire tips on how to find a mentor, how to get and
use insider business information, how to read the tea leaves when your job may be on the line, and
how to handle corporate politics. Readers also learn how to enhance their visibility, as well as how
to leverage sudden economic change, and, perhaps most important, they learn about the seven
types of corporate survivors and shy; and shy;including Switzerlands, Gumbies, Stoics, and Dont
Worry, Be Happys and shy; and shy;and how to determine which type is most consistent with their
own personalities. In the face of increasing layoffs and uncertainty, readers wanting to increase
their chances of having a successful and fulfilling career will appreciate The Career Survival Guides
comprehensive content, including: Helpful info boxes, sidebars, and lively profiles An introduction
to...
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Reviews
Merely no phrases to describe. It generally does not price an excessive amount of. Its been designed in an extremely simple way in fact it is simply soon after
i finished reading through this pdf through which really altered me, modify the way i really believe.
-- Na ta sha Rolfson
Totally among the best publication I actually have actually go through. It can be filled with wisdom and knowledge Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Glen Er nser
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